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This study sought to examine how certain variables of autistic youth who completed

a formal social intervention program (PEERS) predicted social skill improvement post

intervention. Specifically, this research aimed to determine if age, gender, emotional

intelligence, intellectual ability, and/or autism symptomatology predicted social skill

outcomes. Using extant data from parent and self-report batteries, change scores

and multiple regressions were employed to examine which variables accounted for

social skill improvement. Only intellectual ability (FSIQ), specifically perceptual reasoning,

significantly predicted social skill outcomes based upon teen self-report, suggesting that

autistic youth with specific cognitive profiles may be benefit more from PEERS. This

research also exemplifies the heterogeneous nature of autism symptomology and the

continued need for research examining social skill interventions. Limitations and future

directions are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Social skills are essential for meaningful peer relations, prosocial behaviors, and developing
positive connections with individuals in various settings (1, 2). Social skills are also associated
with academic achievement, psychological adjustment, coping, and employment outcomes (3).
The development of social skills follows various milestones from early infancy to adolescence,
finally maturing but ever evolving in adulthood, allowing individuals to interact with their
immediate social environment and develop the necessary abilities to engage in conflict resolution,
reflective conversations, development of meaningful friendships, social perspective taking, and
collaboration with others (4–7). However, underdeveloped social skills are a common occurrence
and are associated with peer rejection and isolation, internalizing and externalizing disorders,
peer victimization, academic and employment challenges, and a negative self-concept (8–10).
Specific to autistic individuals, social skill challenges often encompass a lack of close peer and
school staff relationships, peer victimization, and the development of varying mental health
disorders. Indeed, autistic children appear to be victimized at a much higher rate than TD
peers and may develop externalizing and internalizing disorders directly related to their social
skill impairments (11, 12). It is apparent that effective and well-developed social skills are
imperative for adequate academic, employment, and quality of life outcomes; however, social skills
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impairments and maladaptive social behaviors are an integral
part of the diagnostic criteria and a main impairment observed
in autism1.

As social skills may not develop naturally in autistic
individuals, interventions that focus on social skill
development are considered essential (15). Group social
skills interventions (GSSIs) are often employed to improve
autistic individuals’ social skills. Of the GSSIs noted to be
effective, The Program for the Enrichment and Education
of Relational Skills [PEERS; (16)] emerges as an effective
and highly researched program for autistic youth. Through
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) techniques and co-
occurring parent education sessions, PEERS improves
social skill outcomes in both short- and long-term
observations [e.g., (17)]. Specifically, PEERS improves
participants’ social skills knowledge, social responsiveness,
and social cognition while simultaneously reducing autism
symptomology (18, 19).

With PEERS demonstrating both efficacious and effective
results for the improvement of social skills and reduction of
autism symptomology, it becomes important to understand
the potential predictors of social skill improvement in this
intervention. Notably, little is known regarding the specific
cognitive profiles, personal characteristics, and/or abilities
that autistic individuals possess that may predict social skill
improvement in PEERS. These predictors are important to
consider as GSSIs could be produced and specifically aimed at
individuals who will succeed, and novel intervention approaches
could be created for those who do not experience treatment gains
with current programs. The present study examined specific
predictors that autistic individuals possess that may lead to
improved social skills from PEERS to redress this gap within
the literature.

SOCIAL SKILLS

Social skills represent a dynamic interplay of genetics, ecological
systems, and the individual themself, as these skills are
mainly developed from childhood throughout adolescence and
refined in adulthood, setting the stage for peer interactions
and connection throughout an individual’s life (20). Typically
developing social skills, surrounding positive connections and
acceptance, prosocial behaviors, and developing meaningful
relations, are associated with beneficial psychosocial health
and academic achievement (1, 2). Conversely, impairments to
social skills may create current or future concerns regarding
psychological distress, social isolation, and reduced self-esteem,
all of which may greatly reduce an individual’s quality of life
(20). Importantly, as described by Gresham (1), the distinction
between social skills, social competence, and social tasks must
be made when conceptualizing social behavior. A social task
may be interacting in a game with peers, having a phone call
with others, or joining into a conversation. Social skills are

1The terms “autistic,” “autism” or “on the autism spectrum” will be used

throughout this document rather than “with autism,” “autism spectrum disorder,”

or “ASD” to respect the recommendations and practices of self-advocates (13, 14).

the necessary characteristics and actions an individual exhibits
to complete a social task, whereas social competence is the
judgements of others on how the social task was completed.
Therefore, according to Gresham et al. (21), social skills comprise
specific behaviors exhibited to complete a social task that
are then judged by external agents as either competent or
incompetent. While it is important to examine social behavior,
the present study and the measures employed specifically
examine social skills and the improvements observed through
social (skill) interventions.

AUTISM

Autism was first introduced in the early twentieth century;
however, its conceptualization has evolved as research and
understanding of it has developed. Currently, autism is a
neurodevelopmental disorder in the Diagnostic Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders [5th ed.; DSM-5; (22)] characterized
by impairments in social and communicative abilities in
conjunction with restricted and/or repetitive interests and
behaviors (RRBs). Communication and social skills prove
challenging for autistic individuals given the required
impairments in language development, poor non-verbal
skills, and issues reading social cues inherent to the
diagnosis (23). The RRBs and social impairments typically
present in early childhood yet are variable and may evolve
throughout an individual’s lifespan (22). While there have
been changes in the way researchers operationalize autism,
the core features have remained relatively unchanged
(23). However, autism has recently subsumed other
historical diagnoses, resulting in it being regarded as a
spectrum with severity of symptoms ranging from mild
to severe.

SOCIAL SKILLS AND AUTISM

Autistic children demonstrate impairments in various social
skill domains when compared to typically developing (TD)
peers (24). Domains such as self-control, cooperation, and
assertion, all of which are pertinent for social success, are less
developed in autistic children compared to TD controls (24).
Social skill impairments affect basic social interactions and the
development of social relationships (25). These impairments
affect autistic children at all ages, as an individual moves
through various stages from imaginative play as a child to
establishing close personal friendships in adolescence. Social
skill impairments encompassing challenges with communication
and lack of reciprocal friendships are directly associated with
peer rejection, poor peer relationships, and inferior quality
relationships with school staff (26, 27). These challenges
surrounding the development of reciprocal friendships and
associated peer rejection relate to autistic youth becoming the
targets of bullying, victimization, and isolation (28). Regrettably,
the lack of ability to develop close friendships or being the victim
of peer rejection has monumental effects as almost half of autistic
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youth have at one point had suicidal ideation or attempted
suicide (12).

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTISM

EI, which is necessary for processing emotional information
and utilizing it to solve problems and navigate social situations,
is underdeveloped in many autistic individuals (29). In fact,
many autistic individuals have difficulties understanding
complex feelings and emotions, making socially related
inferences, and managing their emotions appropriately (30, 31).
With a core feature of autism being impairment in social
communication and interaction (22), it is no surprise that
many autistic individuals demonstrate challenges with EI.
Indeed, social interactions require individuals to recognize one’s
own emotional state and regulate one’s emotions to respond
appropriately, which is epitomized by both social skills and
EI (32). In general, low levels of EI relate to challenges with
engagement in social interactions, regulation of emotions,
and processing of external emotional information, leading
to poor reciprocal friendships and negative peer interactions
(33, 34).

INTELLIGENCE AND SOCIAL SKILLS

Research into cognitive profiles and social skills is limited.
Individuals with high verbal ability and relatively lower non-
verbal ability often present with social skill difficulties [e.g.,
(35, 36)]. As described by Kimpton (35), individuals with
this cognitive profile are often diagnosed with a non-verbal
learning disability and experience higher rates of social skill
difficulties (35). This cognitive profile also has implications
for the autistic community as autistic individuals with higher
verbal ability demonstrate lower levels of autistic symptoms
(37) and those with lower verbal and higher non-verbal ability
demonstrate increased autism symptoms (38). Despite these
findings, the complex interplay between intelligence and social
skills is largely unknown.

AGE AND GENDER DIFFERENCES IN
SOCIAL SKILLS

Both age and gender influence social skills. Regarding age, it
is apparent that over time neural, cognitive, and behavioral
mechanisms such as sensory, motor, language, and working
memory ability allow individuals to manage their social
environments appropriately (6). Additionally, age affects social
responses to varying situations. Most notably, as age increases
so does the ability to engage in peer interactions effectively
and social problem-solving strategies (39). With respect to
gender and its influence on social skills, males and females
respond to and think about social situations in contrasting ways
[e.g., (40)]. In fact, Walker et al. (39) observed that increased
prosocial responses were noted during female social interactions
whereas increased aggressive or retaliatory actions were noted
in males. While these findings related to gender and age do

not necessarily predict social skill success, they demonstrate the
unique influences that both variables have on social interactions.

PEERS

PEERS is an evidenced based social intervention aimed at
teaching necessary skills for making and keeping friends,
managing peer conflict, and addressing peer rejection to autistic
teens (16). PEERS is designed for teens (13–18 years of age)
experiencing challenges with a broad range of social skills (16).
A main tenet of PEERS is that the intervention is parent-
assisted, allowing parents to learn the taught skills and to
act as social coaches for their teen. PEERS consists of 14
sessions of 90min each that cover various social skills such as
electronic communication, having get-togethers, and handling
teasing and/or bullying (16). Unique to PEERS is the focus on
homework assignments, parent handouts, role-plays, behavioral
rehearsals, and an emphasis on teens engaging in get-togethers
with peers (16). The techniques specific to PEERS surround
the use of CBT in the form of didactic instruction, Socratic
questioning, perspective taking, behavior rehearsal, homework
assignments, and social problem solving that encourage teens’
engagement within the group and increases the durability of
treatment gains over time (17).

Numerous RCTs have evaluated the efficacy of PEERS at
reducing autism symptomology and improving social skills in
adolescents [e.g., (41)]. Both short- and long-term gains have
been found; however, predictors of this success as well as the
reasons for a lack of treatment gains is understudied (42, 43).
Chang et al. (42) determined that adolescents with higher parent-
reported baseline social skills demonstrated greater improvement
in social skills following PEERS. Regarding gender, Mcvey
et al. (43) concluded that there were no gender differences in
the outcome of PEERS as both male and female participants
responded similarly to the intervention. However, Chang et al.
solely relied on parent reported social skill improvements, used a
small number of predictor variables, and did not report reliable
change scores. Additionally, Mcvey et al. (43) studied only the
effects of gender on post-PEERS social skill gains. Nonetheless,
this research is important as predictors of success in GSSIs are
not understood; such knowledge would clarify factors that may
lead to social skills improvements in PEERS and other GSSIs.

CURRENT STUDY

While GSSIs, and specifically PEERS, have been extensively
studied, not every participant demonstrates the social skills gains
from the intervention largely reported in the literature [e.g., (44)].
In fact, many teens do not improve in the targeted skills and
some even regress. We do not yet understand which individuals
and what characteristics they possess that may lead to social
skill improvement within PEERS. To redress this gap within
the literature, autism symptomatology, EI, cognitive intelligence,
gender, and age were examined to understand which predict
social skill change in PEERS. Specifically, this project sought
to answer the question of which of the variable(s) included in
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TABLE 1 | Demographic information.

Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum

Age (years) 15.66 (1.48) 13.30 18.80

Gender (% male) 89.23

FSIQ-4 104.91(15.34) 70.00 130.00

PRI 106.26 (17.78) 71.00 147.00

VCI 102.34 (14.81) 73.00 137.00

Change score parent 5.33 (9.40) −14.00 34.00

Change score teen 4.83 (8.91) −14.00 22.00

Age is presented in decimal form (i.e., 15 years, 6 months = 15.5). FSIQ is presented in

standard score format (M = 100, SD = 15). Change scores reflect the difference in SSIS

standard scores from pre- to post-test.

the analysis may significantly predict social skills changes upon
completion of PEERS.

PARTICIPANTS

Extant data from 65 participants were analyzed to examine
specific variables’ prediction of improvement of social skills from
completion of PEERS. The sample included 58 males (89%) and
7 females (11%), with an average age of 15.66 years (SD =

1.48; range = 13.30–18.80). The data was collected and adhered
to all informed consent and ethical/regulatory guidelines. All
participants were required to undergo a screening process,
including a parent and child interview, formal evaluation of
behaviors related to autism, as well as an online questionnaire to
assess eligibility for PEERS and to acquire relevant background
information. The extant data were also required to include pre
and post social skills data, and data on cognitive intelligence,
EI, and autism symptomatology. Demographic information is
shown in Table 1.

MEASURES

Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule,
Second Edition
The ADOS-2 (45) is a standardized measure of autistic
symptomology; particularly social affect and RRBs. The ADOS-2
has five separate modules, one of which is selected for completion
based on an examinee’s language ability and chronological age.
In the present study, all participants completed either module
three (under 16 years of age) or four (16 years or older). Internal
consistencies are adequate for both the SA domain (0.84) and
for the RRB domain (0.61), respectively. All administrations for
the present research were administered by reliable clinicians and
were recorded and reviewed by a certified ADOS-2 trainer to
ensure administration and results. Participants were required
to exceed the algorithmic threshold indicative of a diagnosis
of autism.

Social Skills Improvement System
The SSIS (46) measures social skills of 8- to 18-year-olds. The
SSIS is concerned with the frequency and perceived importance

of positive behaviors demonstrated by the student as well as
problem behaviors that impact a student’s ability to engage in
appropriate social skills (46). Internal consistency levels are 0.90
or higher with median alpha values of the subscales ranging
from 0.70 to 0.80 on parent/teacher forms and self-report
forms, respectively. Only the social skill domain was used in
the current study, consisting of areas such as communication,
cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, engagement, and
self-control. Reliability and validity are deemed adequate, with
high alpha values observed regarding reliability and factor
analysis demonstrating strong validity of the measure [see
Crosby (47)].

Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence, Second Edition
The WASI-II (48) is an abbreviated measure of cognitive ability
designed for individuals between 6 and 90 years of age. The
WASI-II’s technical adequacy is strong, with satisfactory test
standardization, reliability, and validity (49). In terms of the
WASI-II’s reliability, internal consistency scores of the child
sample ranged from good (0.87) to excellent (0.91), with the adult
sample demonstrating excellent consistency scores (0.90–0.92).
For this study, the four-subtest form was employed to garner
verbal comprehension (VCI), perceptual reasoning (PRI), and
full scale (FSIQ) scores to be used in the analysis. Participants
were required to demonstrate VCI, PRI, and FSIQ above 70 to
establish ability to complete the self-report questionnaires and in
alignment with the recommendations of the developers of PEERS
that those completing the program not present with intellectual
impairment. While the four-subtest form was used to glean
verbal and perceptual reasoning abilities, only PRI and FSIQwere
included in the analysis as non-verbal reasoning is directly related
to social skill acquisition in autistic individuals, whereas verbal
reasoning is more related to receptive and expressive language
abilities and not real-world social skill ability (50). Moreover,
including VCI in the analysis may have created multicollinearity
issues or led to the model being overfit, producing poor
predictions on social skill improvement. Therefore, VCI was used
for screening participant cognitive ability but was not included in
the predictive model.

BarOn Emotional Quotient Inventory: Youth
Version Short Form
The BarOn EQ-I: YV(S) (51) is a measure of EI such as one’s
ability to understand feelings, empathize with others, and adapt
to novel social situations. The BarOn EQ-i:YV (S) demonstrates
adequate technical quality in regard to the normative sample,
reliability, and validity. Internal consistency reliability estimates
ranged from 0.65 to 0.87. For this study, only the total EI and
intrapersonal scale scores were analyzed as the total EI score
provides a holistic examination of an individual’s EI and the
intrapersonal subscale examines constructs explicitly related to
social skills and areas targeted by PEERS. The intrapersonal
subscale is the most comprehensive, exploring five domains
necessary for social competence (e.g., self-regard, emotional self-
awareness, assertiveness, independence, and self-actualization).
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As outlined by Wood et al. (52), the intrapersonal subscale
embodies the ability to identify, label, and understand emotions,
which are necessary for developing appropriate social behaviors
through understanding other social agents’ perspectives and
emotional responses. Additionally, PEERS specifically targets
participants’ ability to take the perspective of others, which is
necessary for informing social behaviors, such as if someone is
interested in a conversation you may be engaging in with them.

Social Responsiveness Scale–Second
Edition
The SRS-2 (53) is a rating scale concerned with social behavior
and communication impairments commonly related to autistic
symptomology. The SRS-2 demonstrates excellent reliability
and validity on measures examining technical adequacy (54).
The internal consistency of the SRS-2 is strong with reliability
coefficients ranging from 0.94 to 0.96 across all age bands in
both a clinical and normative sample. Of the 65 items, results are
reported in subscales (Social Awareness, Social Cognition, Social
Communication, Social Motivation, and Restricted Interests and
Repetitive Behavior) that cover social skills and common autistic
symptomology as well as a total overall score; only the total
overall score of the five subscales was used in the analysis.
This decision reflects the desire to observe how overall social
communication impairments related to autism symptomatology
may predict social skill improvement post PEERS. Since all five
subscales are associated with autistic symptomology, it proved
superfluous to examine any subscales individually.

PROCEDURE

Data Collection
Extant data from a 6-year period, ranging from 2013 to 2019,
was utilized for this study. Only data pertaining to social skill,
cognitive, autism symptomatology, and EI were included. Social
skill data was examined through change score analysis; data
gathered at two time points were used for this purpose: 1 week
before (T1) and 1 week after (T2) the intervention.

During the period in which data was collected, PEERS
research and the PEERS intervention were distinct entities.
Families who were accepted into PEERS were provided with
the choice to participate in research or solely engage in
the intervention. Teens who accepted research participation
invites completed various measures (e.g., ADOS-2, WASI-II) to
ensure they met inclusion criteria. Individuals who fell below
eligibility criteria (i.e., failed to exceed threshold for a diagnosis
on the ADOS-2 and/or scored below 70 on either VCI or
PRI components of the WASI-II) were able to complete the
intervention but were not included in the research. Participating
parents and teens were provided monetary compensation for
their time in completing the measures.

Intervention
Eligible teens and their parent(s) participated in PEERS
facilitated by registered psychologists and graduate student
clinicians who were certified in the program’s delivery. The
intervention team consisted of two PEERS facilitators (one for the

teen group and another for the parent group) and two behavioral
coaches (both in the teen group) who supported the teen
facilitator via demonstrative role-plays, assisting in behavioral
rehearsals, and promoting appropriate behavior of participants.
Participants from 13 cohorts a included in this study.

ANALYSIS

SSIS ratings for both pre- and post-intervention were completed
separately by teens and parents to derive a change score. Change
scores provide a metric of the raw gain observed by individuals
as an index of change over time or the difference between two
measures using the same sampling unit (55). By comparing pre-
post change, the statistic examines the null hypothesis of no
difference across measurements in the amount of raw change
between the time points (56). Quite simply, a positive value
signifies an observable amount of positive change or a successful
intervention. Conversely, a negative value indicates an observable
amount of declining skill over the two time periods. Finally, no
difference (a change score of zero) indicates no change of skill
or behavior. While the methodology of measuring growth and
change through two time points has been used in psychological
research for years, many studies use the analytical method
incorrectly [(57); see also (55, 58, 59)].

The present analysis ensured reliable change scores and
followed procedures to avoid fallacious conclusions and avoiding
measuring artifacts of the statistical method to combat the
possible flaws associated with change scores. It was imperative
that the change score measure be reliable to determine if change,
such as social skill improvement, is measured accurately. Three
sets of information were used to determine the reliability of two
(parent SSIS and student SSIS) change scores used in this study.
The first value used in the reliability calculation is the estimated
reliability of each of the two tests used to compute the difference
score (i.e., pre- and post-test SSIS). Second, the variability of the
tests’ observed scores must be examined. Finally, the correlation
between observed test scores is calculated. Once those values are
obtained, they are placed in the following equation:

Rd =
s2x0Rxx + s2y0Ryy − 2rx0y0 sx0 sy0

s2x0 + s2y0 − 2rx0y0 sx0 sy0

The change scores in the present study yielded reliability
coefficients of 0.80 and 0.79 for parent and student change
scores, respectively. Parent change score reliability alpha (0.80)
represents a good range, whereas student change score reliability
alpha (0.79) represents an acceptable range according to
Cronbach and Furby (59). While there are varying reports on
reliability ranges, it is largely agreed that reliability coefficients
must be above 0.70 to be regarded as acceptable, and usually
range from 0.70 to 0.95 (60, 61).

As two change scores were used in the analysis, the
research questions examining influence of intellectual ability,
EI, autism symptomatology, age, and gender on the outcome
of social skill improvement through PEERS were examined
through two lenses: parent and self-report. This is important
because teens and parents may rate social skill improvement
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differently both before and after they have completed PEERS.
Two multiple regressions were used for parent and teen change
scores to observe which variables affect variation in social
skills post intervention. Multiple regression allows this study
to determine the overall model fit (variance explained) and
the relative contribution of each predictor [age, gender, autism
symptomatology (total SRS-2 score), EI (BarOn EQ-I: YV(S)
intrapersonal subscale and total EI score), and intellectual ability
(WASI-II FSIQ andWASI-II PRI)] to the total variance explained
in social skills change scores.

RESULTS

Teen Change Score
Amultiple regression was run to predict social skill improvement
from age, gender, autism symptomatology (total SRS-2 score),
EI (BarOn EQ-I: YV(S) intrapersonal subscale and total EI
score), and intellectual ability (WASI-II FSIQ andWASI-II PRI).
After the data was cleaned, there was linearity as assessed by
partial regression plots and a plot of studentized residuals against
the predicted values. There was independence of residuals, as
assessed by a Durbin-Watson statistic of 2.075. There was
homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of
studentized residuals vs. unstandardized predicted values. There
was no evidence of multicollinearity, as assessed by tolerance
values >0.1. There were no studentized deleted residuals >

±3 standard deviations, no leverage values >0.2, and values
for Cook’s distance above 1. The assumption of normality was
met, as assessed by a Q–Q plot and histogram. The results
of the regression indicated that the model explained 34.3% of
the variance. The multiple regression model was statistically
significant in predicting teen social skill change scores, F(7,52)
= 3.833, p < 0.05, adj. R2 = 0.26. However, only the WASI-II
FSIQ-4 (B = 0.49, p < 0.001) and WASI-II PRI (B = −0.49, p
< 0.001) variables added statistical significance to the prediction.
The size and direction of the relations suggest that higher overall
FSIQ with lower PRI predicts improved social skills and, in turn,
better outcomes from PEERS. Results of this analysis can be seen
in Table 2.

Parent Change Score
Amultiple regression was run to predict social skill improvement
from age, gender, autism symptomatology (total SRS-2 score),
EI (BarOn EQ-I: YV(S) intrapersonal subscale and total EI
score), and intellectual ability (WASI-II FSIQ andWASI-II PRI).
After the data was cleaned, there was linearity as assessed by
partial regression plots and a plot of studentized residuals against
the predicted values. There was independence of residuals, as
assessed by a Durbin-Watson statistic of 2.044. There was
homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of
studentized residuals vs. unstandardized predicted values. There
was no evidence of multicollinearity, as assessed by tolerance
values >0.1. There was one case of studentized deleted residuals
> ±3 standard deviations; however, it was not deemed to be
an influential data point. There were no leverage values >0.2, or
values for Cook’s distance above 1. The assumption of normality
was met, as assessed by a Q-Q plot and histogram. The results
of the regression indicated that the model explained 6.1% of
the variance. The multiple regression model was not statistically
significant in predicting parent social skill change scores, F(7,49) =
0.457, p= 0.86, adj. R2 =−0.07. Moreover, none of the variables
significantly added to the prediction. Results of this analysis can
be seen in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

The first variable examined if age would relate to varying
outcomes from completion of PEERS. Previous research on the
effects of baseline age in predicting positive social skills in PEERS
indicated no effect (42). Analysis of parent and teen change scores
through respective multiple regressions revealed that neither
participant group reported a significant effect of age (p > 0.05).
The lack of significance of age in the current study could be
because other variables that are not affected by age may play a
larger role in social skill improvement. For example, participants
may have varying levels of intelligence, social awareness, or
participation levels, all of which may have more greatly affected
social skill improvement regardless of age. Moreover, PEERS is
designed to be administered to individuals aged 13–18, with no

TABLE 2 | Multiple regression results for teen change scores.

Change Score B 95% CI for B LL 95% CI for B UL SE B β R2 R2

Model 0.59* 0.34*

Constant −7.655 −47.073 31.762 19.643

Gender −1.912 −9.041 5.217 3.553 −0.064

Age 0.785 −0.736 2.305 0.758 0.124

WASI-II FSIQ-4 0.488** 0.248 0.729 0.120 0.825**

WASI-II PRI −0.494** −0.691 −0.296 0.098 −0.975**

Baron intra 0.081 −0.113 0.275 0.097 0.142

SRS-2 −0.057 −0.301 0.187 0.122 −0.055

Baron TEQ 0.006 −0.186 0.198 0.096 0.009

Mode, “Enter” method in SPSS statistics; B, unstandardized regression coefficient; CI, confidence intervals; LL, lower limit; UL, upper limit; SE B, standard error of the coefficient; β,

standardized coefficient; R2, coefficient of determination; 1R2, adjusted R2.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 3 | Multiple regression results for parent change scores.

Change score B 95% CI for B LL 95% CI for B UL SE B β R2 R2

Model 0.06 −0.07

Constant −10.078 −57.327 37.172 23.512

Gender −3.477 −11.604 4.650 4.044 −0.127

Age 0.781 −1.036 2.597 0.904 0.127

WASI-II FSIQ-4 −0.149 −0.446 0.148 0.148 −0.247

WASI-II PRI 0.139 −0.114 0.392 0.126 0.267

Baron intra −0.026 −0.270 0.218 0.121 −0.044

SRS-2 0.150 −0.167 0.466 0.157 0.140

Baron TEQ −0.007 −0.255 0.240 0.123 −0.012

Mode, “Enter” method in SPSS statistics; B, unstandardized regression coefficient; CI, confidence intervals; LL, lower limit; UL, upper limit; SE B, standard error of the coefficient; β,

standardized coefficient; R2, coefficient of determination; 1R2, adjusted R2.

known age differences in terms of the digestibility of content.
Therefore, the result observed in this present study with age
not being a significant predictor of social skill improvement
further proves that the age ranges for the PEERS program
are appropriate, with all participants having equal opportunity
to succeed.

The second variable examined if participant gender would
predict the outcome from the completion of PEERS. Past
examination of participant gender’s possible influence on social
skill improvement through PEERS was examined by Mcvey
et al. (43), with no significant effect being observed. Indeed, the
same was observed in this study with there being no significant
prediction of social skill improvement in PEERS based on gender
(p > 0.05). Like the variable of age, gender simply may not
create advantages or disadvantages for autistic individuals in
terms of opportunity to improve their social skills. Instead,
other characteristics that autistic individuals possess may be of
more consequence to learning and maintaining new social skills.
Interestingly, there has been research illustrating that autistic
females may have social advantages due to the ability to mask
autism symptoms (62), mimic others’ social behavior better
than males (63), and score significantly higher on friendship
quality measures (64). Conversely, it has been found that autistic
females may be equally or more socially disadvantaged than
males (65). The divergent findings of certain social advantages
or disadvantages that autistic females may have, combined with
the findings of the present study, demonstrating no significant
effect of gender on social skill improvement embodies the
heterogeneous nature of autism symptomology. Overall, through
conflicting previous research findings and the current study, it
appears as though gender is not a main predictor of the ability to
learn and progress social skills in PEERS.

The third variable of examining participant intellectual
ability and EI forecasting social skill outcomes post completion
of PEERS demonstrated mixed results. There is no known
research examining the relation between emotional and cognitive
intelligence with social skill improvement through PEERS.
Nonetheless, research has demonstrated the importance of EI in
overall social functioning and social relationships [e.g., (66)]. It
is also established that lower cognitive ability in some autistic

individuals is associated with greater social skill challenges (67).
While EI is important for social relationships and developing
adequate social skills, the present study did not find that EI
predicted better social skill outcomes.

Cognitive ability predicted social skill gains; teens’ higher
FSIQ predicted social skill improvement (p < 0.001).
Interestingly, a lower PRI score also predicted social skill
improvement (p < 0.001), meaning that a profile of a high
VCI that offset a poorer PRI to yield an overall strong FSIQ
predicted social skill improvement. Specific to autism, it has
been recently observed that autistic individuals with higher
verbal ability demonstrate lower levels of autistic symptoms (37).
Consequently, reduced autism symptoms observed in cognitive
profiles with higher VCI may explain the present findings.

Previous research along with the present findings may lend
weight to the idea that individuals with a higher FSIQ and
VCI but lower PRI may understand the material presented to
them better and be able to apply the learned social skills due
to higher verbal ability and better rote memory of certain social
scenarios and applicable rules. Conversely, individuals with high
VCI and low PRI may have more room to grow with social
skills due to their lack of non-verbal knowledge. An example
of PRI skills in PEERS is the ability to assess for interest of
others during a conversation. Specifically, participants learn to
examine the body language of another individual such as if they
are making eye contact with them or facing them to understand
if the person is interested in the conversation. Therefore, an
individual who may struggle with utilizing their visual-spatial
and novel problem-solving skills may have a higher trajectory
of learning non-verbal cues, further influencing their overall
social skill improvement in PEERS. While PEERS focuses on
numerous social skills, the program may pinpoint PRI/non-
verbal social skill development such as non-verbal cues that may
be lacking in some individuals that in turn are useful in the
enhancement of social skills. An additional explanation may have
to do with VCI’s association with reduced autism symptoms.
Particularly, individuals with a higher VCI, and therefore lower
autism symptomology, may be better able to overcome EI and/or
social cognitive impairments that forecast social skill challenges.
Conversely, autistic individuals with lower verbal abilities, and
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therefore increased autism symptomology, may have challenges
reasoning with PEERS information due to more impacted EI and
social cognitive abilities. Whether it is an ability to understand,
memorize, and utilize learned social skills or having increased
room to grow with non-verbal social skills, the present finding
illustrates that a higher overall FSIQ and VCI while having a
lower PRI score leads to predicting social skill improvement
in PEERS.

Although cognitive ability appears to play a role in self-report
predictors of social skill change, the same was not upheld in
the parent report measure. This disparity between parent and
self-report may demonstrate how parents view their adolescents’
social skills differently and how variables may affect perceived
social skill improvement uniquely.

The final variable examined was autism symptomatology
and how it may relate to the participant social skill outcome.
Current understandings of autism symptomatology illustrate
that comprehending and predicting others’ social behaviors and
mental states may be a challenge for many autistic individuals
[e.g., (68)]. Specifically, emotion recognition, empathetic ability,
and dyadic/triadic interactions appear to be lagging skills
for many autistic individuals, leading to challenges with
social interactions. Interestingly, results revealed that autism
symptomatology did not predict social skill outcome (p >

0.05). With this variable playing an imperative role in social
interactions, it is puzzling that this factor was not influential
in determining social skills post intervention. However, this
finding may be explained by the intervention’s focus on social
skill development that does not necessarily impact upon autism
symptomatology. Indeed, PEERS is not designed to address
behaviors of autism and, while autism symptomatology is
important for predicting and reacting to others’ emotional or
mental states, PEERS solely attends to developing the social skills
to make and keep friends, and function appropriately in varying
social situations. Additionally, as autistic individuals present with
specified behavioral indicators of the diagnosis, there may have
not been enough variance between participants’ SRS-2 scores to
observe a significant difference.

IMPLICATIONS

The findings of the present study, while exploratory in
nature, carry important implications for both the research and
field of practice regarding social skills, autism symptomology,
and predicting successful outcomes of PEERS. Most notably,
recruiting participants who have a cognitive profile of higher
FSIQ and VCI, with lower PRI, may lead to significantly
improved social skill outcomes in PEERS. While PEERS is
effective and highly supported by research leading to social skill
improvement for many autistic individuals, it may prove more
beneficial for individuals demonstrating social skill challenges
with the aforementioned cognitive profile. No matter the root of
the predicted social skill improvement due to specific cognitive
profiles, the ability to significantly improve self-reported social
skills should be fostered and therefore pre-screening may
be effective in finding individuals who may have the most
treatment gains.

LIMITATIONS

While the findings of this study do carry important implications,
there are many limitations; interpretation of the results should
be done with the following in mind. A major limitation of the
study surrounds various issues regarding the sample of extant
data and participants included in the analysis. The sample size
was relatively small, which reduces the generalizability of the
findings. As well, nesting effects may have been present due to
the study including various cohorts. Moreover, although this
study was aimed at examining social skill outcomes of autistic
teens post PEERS intervention, it may not be representative of a
randomly selected sample of autistic teens. In general, the extant
data represents autistic teens who were willing to engage in a
GSSI and its associated programming. Additionally, participants
were selected with strict inclusionary measures; this sample
does not represent the true heterogeneity of autistic individuals
such as individuals with intellectual disabilities. Finally, the
sample lacked equal group sizes specific to female participants.
Although it is well-established that there is a high male to
female ratio in autism (69), it would prove beneficial to have a
larger proportion of female participants to understand gender
differences better.

The disparity between variance of the self-report and parent
report change score models is also a limitation of the present
research. Likely due to parents only observing their child in a
restricted environment or their children attempting to strive for
autonomy and distancing themselves from social interactions
with parents, this disparity may have been satisfied with a third
agent report. Specifically, this study lacked the insight from
teachers, which could have furthered the insight into social skill
improvement post PEERS in an environment where teens most
often engage their social skills with peers and individuals in
authority. Teacher reports were administered as part of the initial
data collection; however, most respondents failed to return the
reports or did not fill them out correctly. As such, this study lacks
the insight of specific third parties and reduces the insight into
predictors of social skill change post PEERS.

Building upon the limitations regarding the rating methods
of social skill improvement, there is the issue of self-
report biases. Specific to autistic teens rating their social-
emotional functioning, many researchers have found significant
discrepancies between self-report and parent measures [e.g.,
(70)]. It is possible that the self-reports utilized in the present
study fell victim to selective memory biases, such as teens
only recalling positive or negative social interactions, instead of
viewing their pre and post ratings in a holistic sense. Additionally,
many participants may have initially rated their social skills
highly and then realized that they may have overrated themselves
and in turn rated themselves lower on post report measures
when observing other participants and learning novel social skills
through PEERS. The opposite may have also been true, with
participants viewing their self-efficacy and social skills lower
than they may have been and then reporting larger gains than
what were really occurring. Due to the possible discrepancies
and concrete observations of possible self-report biases in
autistic populations, self-report measures must be interpreted
with caution.
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Indeed, while GSSIs are aimed at improving social skills
for autistic youth, there is discussion surrounding whether the
interventions improve social skills or teach participants ways
to compensate or camouflage social skill deficits and autism
symptoms. Supporting this notion, research has demonstrated
that in many autistic individuals, overt behavior or perceived
ability of social skills is substantially better than their measured
ability on social cognition, EI, or intelligence measures (71).
Challenges with EI and social cognitive processes spur difficulties
with emotion regulation, reading others mental states, and
reasoning with emotional stimuli and are well-documented
associated variables for social skill deficits [e.g., (72)]. If
participants demonstrate continued challenges with social
cognitive or EI abilities, it may indicate that participants have
only learned skills to compensate or camouflage their social
skill challenges. Unfortunately, Livingston (71) reports that many
of these compensatory strategies are fragile and can be easily
overwhelmed in challenging or evolving social situations. Since
there is disparate evidence that GSSIs may only provide fragile
skills to compensate for social skill difficulties, there is limitations
to this studies ability to make generalizable conclusions to social
skill improvement.

Although this study attempted to measure variables predictive
of social skill outcomes, there is the possibility that other variables
could better predict social skill outcomes. While it is challenging
to measure every variable or characteristic that may influence a
participant’s functioning, this study was limited to a selection of
variables that have been informed by past literature and the extant
data collected. Consequently, future research may consider the
addition of other characteristics and variables associated with
social skills and social outcomes.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Specific future directions should be considered for prospective
examinations into predicting social skill improvement in PEERS
to remediate possible limitations demonstrated in this study.
Specifically, it is important to combat change score biases by
adding increased time point analyses such as baseline and follow
up measurements. By adding increased time point analyses,
less biased statistical methodologies may be employed such
as structural equation modeling or repeated measures analysis
of variance. Not only would there be fewer statistical biases,
but it would also prove interesting to examine if change
scores held constant, improved, or diminished post intervention.
Researchers could also consider what characteristics certain
autistic individuals have that allow them to maintain or diminish
intervention gains.

Future research may also consider examining different
variables in their analysis. Specifically, researchers may include
considerations that go beyond the heteronormative binary
categorization of biological sex and gender and include more
categorizations such as non-binary when examining the role that
sex and gender may play in autism symptomology and social skill
improvement in PEERS. Moreover, alternative variables that may
be responsible for social skill challenges and predicting social

skill outcomes from PEERS should be examined. For example,
other cognitive abilities such as planning, working memory,
mental flexibility, response initiation, response inhibition, and
impulse control have been found to be lacking in some autistic
individuals (73). Examples of social skills challenges due to
these impairments surround isolated play, peer rejection, poor
perspective taking, and issues with adaptive conversational skills.
Frequently, challenges in these types of cognitive abilities and
social skills are marked indicators and common challenges
demonstrated by autistic individuals (74). Further examinations
into these variables may provide further insight into predictors of
social skill improvement in PEERS.

Finally, future research concerning predicting social skill
improvement in PEERS may choose to examine other GSSIs to
determine if similar results hold true when applied to different
therapeutic modalities. While PEERS is considered effective,
other GSSIs are commonly used and should be studied to
improve both programming and to assist in the creation of novel
interventions. As well, future research may attempt to replicate
the findings of this study to increase the ability of generalizing
the findings to real world populations. Overall, there is a large
gap within the literature that proves important to further redress
to improve social skill outcomes and in turn overall life outcomes
for autistic individuals.

CONCLUSIONS

Social skills are essential for positive psychosocial, academic,
and employment outcomes (1, 2). However, impaired cognitive,
neural, and behavioral mechanisms in many autistic individuals
create a wide array of challenges reasoning, interpreting, and
responding to social situations. Autistic individuals often struggle
to adapt their behavior to various social environments and
predict other individuals’ social behaviors (75).

Fortunately, there are various GSSIs aimed at improving
autistic individual’s social skill functioning. Of the omnipresent
GSSIs, PEERS remains highly effective in improving autistic teens
social skills post intervention. Nonetheless, little is understood
about characteristics that autistic teens possess and how those
attributes may lead to social skill improvement in PEERS.
The present study sought to examine how age, gender, EI,
intellectual ability, and autism symptomatology predicted social
skills outcomes of participants in PEERS to redress this relatively
unknown construct. Only FSIQ and PRI had a significant effect
in predicting social skills outcomes in self-report measures.
These findings elucidate how certain autistic individuals may
be more able to attain treatment gains in PEERS than others.
Importantly, the studymust be interpreted as exploratory as there
are possible statistical concerns with change score analysis and
other limitations. A lack of generalizability concerns is present
due to possible biased self-report measures, lack of third-party
reporting, and sample issues. These limitations could readily
be mitigated with increased time point analysis, novel variable
analysis, and replicability studies.

It would be neglectful to observe the social skill challenges
faced by many autistic individuals and not seek further
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explorations into the specific associated mechanisms that
contribute to these impairments. Although there are GSSIs
specifically aimed at improving social skills, such as PEERS,
it is apparent that not all participants are successful. Given
the encumbrance that social skills play in an individual’s
psychosocial, academic, and employment outcomes, it
proves important to further understand what makes autistic
youth successful in improving their social competence.
Consequently, continued research exploring the predictors
of social skill change will allow for novel GSSIs to be created
for maximal social skill improvement in various participants
with heterogenous autistic symptomologies. Moving forward,
it is imperative that opportunities such as positive social skill
development for neurodivergent individuals is supported and
better understood.
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